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Sixth time lucky?
the all-new VW Polo GTi
Majorca, Spain: GTI… three li le le ers which say so much.

2018, so you can consider this a total sneak preview. There will be
two versions; one with a 6-speed dual-clutch automac DSG

You could unearth a lost civilizaon and u er the three

gearbox and the other with a 6-speed manual gearbox (which will

le ers and there is a good chance that the lost jungle savages

follow a bit later in the year). Both have the idencal 2 litre

will know what you mean.

turbocharged petrol engine found in the Golf GTi, albeit a slightly

However this tle has always in the past referred to the top of the
range VW Golf, and even with a previous generaon or three of
Polo’s wearing the badge nobody really has viewed them in the
same light as the bigger and obviously be er car.
The GTi brand is forty years old… or rather the Golf GTi is 40, well
technically 42. The truth however is that VW have been trying to
create a sub– brand for half that me, but never quite got it right.
There have been a few bad a empts; the Mk3 Polo GTi for
example, and a couple of okay ones, such as the Mk5 GTi, since the
90’s but for some reason they never quite worked. Unl now.
When the Polo 6 was launched in Hamburg last year I was there,
and drove the two entry level cars; the 1.0 and 1.0TSi, which
featured in our magazine, in October and November respecvely.
The GTi however did not then exist… but it was on its way.
To sunny Spain I travel, and here it is…
Enter into the fray the all-new 6th generaon Polo in go-faster GTi
format. And its red.
The car however will only be available for sale from about May
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detuned version, which produces 147kW and 320Nm. This allows
the car to sprint from 0 to 100km/h in 6.7 seconds and its top
speed is around 235km/h. Not quite Golf GTi performance is it?
The reason for this is that the Polo is heavy. Gone are the days of
lightweight, and massively dangerous hot hatches.

And this is

actually a bit sad.
The original Golf Mk1 GTi weighed about the same as a pair of
slippers, so despite it not having, comparavely speaking, that
much power it performed rather well. The new cars may be faster,
but you have to ﬁrstly work them harder to get there, and secondly

drive them harder to stay there. Performance is, as we all
know, a combinaon of things with speed being only one
element.
However, the new Polo is built on the equally new MQB…
blah, blah plaIorm, with means in short and simple terms
that it shares its bits and pieces, some of them quite
signiﬁcant pieces, with other cars in the VW Group stable.
The upswing is in an entry level Polo you get a lot of stuﬀ
from bigger and more expensive cars, but in a top of the
range Polo you don’t see this beneﬁt quite so obviously,
because for the price you sort expect them to be there.
Pricing however has not been released, to my knowledge,
for South Africa, but in the UK where I live they are expected
to retail for around £ 20 000. My best guess would be
around the R 410 000 mark in S.A.
Admi edly that is quite a lot of money for a small hatchback.
So it be er be worth every last cent.
The MQB story does however beneﬁt the Polo GTi in unseen
ways, for example its specialized powertrain, suspension and
steering components are shared with faster and be er
models. Such include the Golf GTi and Audi TT. It gets
lowered, sﬀened suspension springs, uprated an-roll bars
and upgraded passive dampers as standard, but it can be
had with switchable ‘sport select’ suspension as an opon
(which isn’t ‘DCC’ adapve damping as such but instead
describes dampers with two lots of compression and
rebound seNngs that you can chop and change between
electronically via the car’s driving modes).
Compared with the standard Polo, on which it’s obviously based,

Herr Schebsdat’s career apparently started at Ford in the mid-

the GTI also has completely diﬀerent front suspension knuckles, a

1990s, where he learned his trade from acknowledged masters

sﬀer torsion beam at the rear, rerated suspension bushings and

such as Richard Parry-Jones and Lotus’s John Miles.

enrely diﬀerent axle geometries and roll centres. On the face of it
– not just on the face of it, really – it is in essence a proper piece of

He cut his engineering teeth on the original, epoch-making Focus,

performance engineering.

so when he joined VW in the early 2000s it was to help create
Wolfsburg’s response to the Focus; the Golf Mk5.

As a point of some interest the car’s suspension tuning was signed
oﬀ by the same guy, someone called Karsten Schebsdat, who was

From there he moved around within the group a bit, and then

responsible for the handling of the very interesng Golf GTI

rese led with VW a few years later. And there ends the boring but
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necessary history lesson.
The cabin is spacious, expensive looking and well equipped just like any other Polo 6, however the GTi manages to take
that all up a notch or two.
Tartan sports seats, harking back to great GTi’s of old are
the order of the day. The seats are however a bit small and
thin. I had no problems with them, but I am on the smallish
side, someone however with a fa er bum might ﬁnd them
quite a ght ﬁt. They do however hold you ﬁrmly in place
when the inner hooligan escapes and starts throwing the
car around a bit.
If you add them, before you is VW’s Acve Info Display,
which is akin to Audi’s Virtual Cockpit. However the Polo
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gets the second generaon version, which means,
technically, it has more advanced equipment than the
Golf… or Passat… or Tiguan.
The seang posion is low and sporty, and the car feels
purpose built.
As for the rest of the equipment, there are no complaints.
The car comes standard with the 6.5 inch touchscreen
infotainment system, which can be upgraded to the 8 inch
for more money. And then there is the build quality. It is
superb. Gone are the days of crapplily made VW’s with sun
-cracked dashboards and interior trim squeaking more than
1000 manic mice.

Today they are built properly. It is

literally that simple.
When driven sedately the car hums along like any other
Polo, and with the (oponal) switchable dampers, you can
select ‘normal’ and enjoy a smooth and quite ride with light
and ﬂoaty steering in Comfort mode.
Switch over into Sport mode, though, and things change a
fair bit. The car’s sports exhaust doesn’t exactly bellow or
zing, but it rasps with a certain crackling menace that serves
as the right sort of accompaniment to the car’s brisk turn of
mid-range pace. The steering’s got weight and feel now to
match its carefully metered directness and precision,
while there's a tautness and bite to the body control
that wasn’t present before. It in essence at the push of a
bu on becomes a proper GTi.
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The six-speed DSG gearbox has the all too familiar
manual mode, in which it’s quick-shiTing, and for the
most part it gives you a dependable sense of close
control over the driving forces going into the front axle
both under power and on a trailing thro le. This is
important in a fast front-driver, I’ve always thought.
One serious cricism though is that It won’t hold onto a
gear at the very top of the rev range even in manual
mode, though, shiTing up automacally well short of
the marked 6500rpm redline.
And, if you try and trick it in manual mode, the kickdown
switch at the bo om of the accelerator pedal’s travel
isn’t frozen out from proceedings and like a nasty
electronic nanny intervenes and changes up just when
things start to get interesng. Admi edly I was stunned
to discover this because this is not the sort of mistake
which VW should make.
The car is quick , but not breathtaking. Perhaps the
detuning of the engine was also a mistake best avoided.
That however would have meant that the Polo GTi
would have been quicker than the Golf GTi, which in VW
-land is a big no-no.
It is hands down the best Polo GTi so far, and for how
they have done it Volkswagen must be commended.
And there is hope that in the next version all the
quibbles will be gone.
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